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About This Game

Hardcore and bloody shooter where you will have to repel the attacks of the living dead using the destroying traps, defensive
barricades and also weapon of close and long-range combat.

Destroy zombies, get the cash and prepare yourself for the next wave. During the break you can buy necessary weapon, place
the traps and defensive barricades, repair the traps survived in the previous wave. And of course, don't forget to check the stock

of bullets and restore your health.

ZOMBIE

Much attention was paid to the effects of blood and dismemberment of enemies. Thanks to that we have reached the effect of
deep submersion into the atmosphere of the bloody action. Different types of zombie possess the distinctive features. There are

enemies with long-distance attack as well as cleverer zombies avoiding certain traps.

SKILLS AND UPGRADE

Wide system of character skills and system of upgrade provide the opportunities to improve weapon and character's
characteristics. There are traps resistant to the attacks of certain types of zombie.

TACTICS AND ECONOMY

Choose the optimal survival strategy. For the most successful game you will need to control expenditure of the earned resources.
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The time of your survival depends on it.

SCORE OF THE SURVIVAL

During the game you will earn the survival scores which form your personal Survival index. This is a complex index reflecting
not only the duration of your survival and number of conquered enemies but also the quality of your game. Your skills as well as
the range of used functional of the game also play role here. Thus, the top positions of leaderboards will be occupied by the true

survival kings!
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Title: Blood Waves
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Light Road Games
Publisher:
Light Road Games
Release Date: 11 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-2400 or AMD FX-6350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 650 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,Russian
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Excellent game still to this day. I bought age of wonders 3 and tried to like it but it seems kind of boring. Not as immersive.
Fired up shadow magic last night and thought...yes...this is better.. This has to be the best thing that has ever happened to me.
What a shame that the VIVE PRO cannot display this properly. This game is now obsolete. None of the developers care. Wow...
what a damn shame.. Great tease as to what could have been but never was, a shame but still, it's free and worth the experience..
This game is an awesome surprise if you are looking for a unique RTS and end up getting this one because it is pretty cheap. I
also want to mention I haven't even tried Story or Multiplayer modes yet, partly because I'm waiting for the whole Campaign to
be in the game and partly because I usually just play RTS games to compete against the AI. However, I do look forward to
taking advantage of all the modes the game has and will have (Co-Op vs AI has yet to be added).

I'm happy I got this game for a few main reasons and lots of smaller reasons. The main reasons are:

- The game is balanced.

- The game looks great.

- Combat and base building is fun and unique for each of the three races.

The other reasons I like this game are the following:

- The theme behind the game is interesting.

- Resource gathering doesn't feel like a chore, leaving more focus on combat and base building.

- The music and sounds for the game help immerse you into it's theme.

- The game isn't difficult to learn, and still has a good level of complexity.

If you want more information on the types of things you can do in the game before buying it, read below:

- There are three races; Nova, YX, and Human.

- Types of units\/buildings for each race include ground units, air units, production buildings, one defensive building, a resource
gathering building and research buildings.

- Most units can only attack ground or air, few can attack both, however the defensive building for each race can attack\/defend
against air and ground.

- There are what feels like three tiers of units\/buildings you can build or produce, as well as one really strong unit with a special
ability for each race.
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- The really strong unit for NOVA is an aircraft\/air unit. It can only attack air until you active it's ability to "Launch attack
drones" and it then acts similar to a Carrier from Starcraft. While the drones it launches can attack ground (not sure if they can
attack air, haven't tested that yet although the aircraft itself can), they only last for a short duration (about 15 seconds or so) and
the ability has a cool down that lasts equally as long.

- The strongest unit for the Human race is also an aircraft\/air unit. It too can only attack air and has an ability with a somewhat
shorter cooldown that the one from the NOVA race, however it's ability is to "Launch missiles" which do severe damage to
random(?) nearby targets, including ground units.

- The strongest unit for the YX race is a large ground unit that can only attack ground. It has a shockwave ability which goes out
from the unit and does heavy damage to anything in range of it, which is a rather large area. I'm not sure if the shockwave
ability can damage air units however the YX race seems to have the most amount of units which can attack both ground and air.

Information reguarding the unique building style of each race:

- Each race starts with it's main building. If it is destroyed you lose the match. Likewise, if you destroy the enemy's main
building, you win the match. There is no way to build another.

- The NOVA race has a hovering\/mobile "Mothership" as it's main building. This is where the other buildings (and scouts)
come from, inculding the resource collecting buildings. Once produced, your buildings are initially airborne\/hovering and you
select them, click on the "Land" button and then select where it will be placed and you will then be able to utilize that building.

- The YX race has a hovering\/mobile "Hive Mind" as it's main building. This building produces "cells", very small circular slow
moving units, which individually are cheap and are how you build all your other units and buildings with this race. All units and
buildings you can build require a certain number of cells.

- The Human race has a hovering\/mobile "Fortress" as it's main building. The Fortress can produce the resource gathering
structures and platforms (as well as an air scout and it's strongest unit). The platform is what you construct all your buildings on
in the form of "addons" including your unit producing building (there is only one for this race aside from the Fortress), all
research buildings and your defensive building for this race.

- The resource collecting structures for each race look different but all act the same. They all hover and can be told to move over
any resource spot on the map to begin collecting resources from it.

This information is about the core of the game. Again, I have not played Multiplayer mode or Story mode but I'm 100% positive
they are just as fun as the Versus AI mode. To conclude my review, I want to say if you like RTS games in general, you will be
nothing but satisfied with this game. It's definitely on a smaller scale than others like Starcraft or Supreme Commander, but that
hasn't stopped me from enjoying it just as much if not more as I would any other RTS.

Finally, if you are on the fence about trying this game like I once was, just get it. You will not regret it!

Good luck and have fun!. MY IMPRESSION SO FAR IN PLATYPUS II?
So for a long time, I am craving for playing my original childhood game, Platypus, to bring back some memories. But then,
Platypus is, by the time this review has been written, in full price. I also happened to wishlist Platypus II, so far its sequel, so I
bought it and tried it out. So what now?

To fully experience the game for the first time or in a casual way, I set the mode to easy and set to ship to Type I. Then after
that, I change the mode to normal and try the other 3 remaining types of weaponry of the ship.

At first, in the beginning, some of the original enemies from Platypus, which I observed, has been repainted and either do the
same action as their originals---completely (like the green passive blimp, which is do fly and crosses your screen---from the side
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to the opposite side---like the ones from the original game) or partially (like the big red passive blimp, which from the original
game, it happened on its flying to enter from the left side of screen and cross your screen halfly, then backed again and then
fastly fly towards the end of the opposite screen, but on Platypus II, it just acts like the green passive blimp) or has new abilities.

I also noticed that the game gives you a lot of power-ups, which is a lot compared to the beginning of Platypus. Some of the
power-ups, particularly the ones inside the crates with ballooons on it, are sometimes easy and sometimes hard to get due to
many enemies incoming or a they are traps just to kill your flying plane. And finally, as the beginning progresses, it seemed that
I was losing my exitement and eventually get bored.
But then, as the game progresses to other levels, the hype is on and enemies get bigger in numbers and tougher to kill, like the
gameplay of Platypus.

I think from the progression of the game, the only unique bosses I've seen from the game are the following:
-Unique in Such A Way It's Playful, Bizzare, and Tough: the Caterpillar-Like Bossfight in Level 3 (volcano-themed level)
-Unique in Such A Way It's Very Very Weird: the Flying Boat in Level 4 (grassland-themed level or like the Level 1 of the
original game 'Platypus')

For music and sound effects...
Music: The soundtrack of the game while the gameplay runs is very repetitive in such ways that they get very boring to hear
alone, yet some others like the level 3 are very rich in ambience, which suits well the level, or nostalgic, as it reminds me of the
music soundtrack of the original game like the ones in level 4. I rate it 5/10.

Sound Effects: Welp... not on point for some specific explosions. For example, small explosions are heard while shooting down
medium sized enemies (like the green kamikaze rotating ships found in level 2 desert themed level) and medium explosions for
big to very big enemies (like the red blimp and the green ship that shoots black rockets). They must tweak sound effects well
and must be appropriate to the size of the enemy like the ones in the 1st Platypus.

On the other hand, the sound effects for the Platypus ship is not changed, which is good and still good as to the 1st Platypus
game.
Overall I gave it 4/10.

For the types of weapony on ships...
Type 1- "Ol nostalgic as the default and only type of weaponry of ship in the 1st Platypus." 10/10
Type 2- "It is kinda similar to the weaponry used from the old classic game called 'Gradius' and 'Gradius II.' But it's difficult to
use. In my opinion, this must not include in the game. 1/10
Type 3- "Widespread all the time!" 10/10
Type 4- "As one YouTuber said... 'Spaghettios!!!' " 10/10

For the powers of the power-ups...
- Wide Shot Power-Up (W): The same as the one from the 1st Platypus. Rating: 10/10
- Auto Fire Power Up (A): The same as the one from the 1st Platypus. Rating: 10/10
- Plasma Power-Up (P): Tweak up its ability to deal more damage than the 1st Platypus and can deflect incoming bullets but not
laser projectiles, which it did deflect them originally from the 1st Platypus (excluding lightning bolts). Rating:8/10
- Rocket Power-up (R): The same damage as to the 1st Platypus, but more slower this time. Rating: 6/10
- Lightning Power-up (L): god-like as the one from the 1st Platypus. Rating: 10/10
- Extra Life Ship: Great but rare new additional power-up added that was not in the 1st Platypus. So far, rating: 10/10
- Shield: Very great but in my opinion, it should also be given in the very near before the boss fight. So far, rating: 9/10
- Double Score Power-up (x2): The same as the one from the 1st Platypus. Rating: 10/10
- A Pair of Turrets Rotating on the Ship: The same and as helpful to combat to battle as the ones from the 1st Platypus. But it
depends what type of weaponry of the ship you use. Ratings are given seperately for the following:
Type 1- Rating: 10/10
Type 2- "Very messy and hard to control." Rating: 1/10
Type 3- "Wide spread damage? Why not?" Rating: 10/10
Type 4- "Very different and very wide spread than the type 3. Wow!" Rating: 10/10
-Coins in game: Not actually power-ups but I must include this. Too many for crates so that's good for gathering many points.
Too little in the level 3 stage, particularly on the volcano part, compared to the level 3 volcano part of Platypus 1.
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Rating? 10/10 at least...

For the modes:
-Easy Mode: "Very casual and first timer. Aids you to become a better pilot." Not bad... "You have 3 hearts and whenever you
crash, you still have a second chance, then a third, then you lost your ship's life, then it regenerates back to 3 hearts, and so on
'til you're dead." Very good...
-Normal Mode: "Yup! Starting to get a little serious here. No three hearts; just a ship's life worth if you die. As you progress the
game, the level's get serious and very hard to acquired a ship's life, not like the 1st Platypus game, which is fast." Needed to
have skills here, I must be...
-Hard Mode: "N/A" Come on, you don't have that but you're predecessor has one? Where's the fun and the challenge to that?

For the in-game and "only you must play with a single PC with different controllers attached to it" multiplayer, it's a good idea
that Idigicon, publisher of the game, added 3 players on it. The more, the merrier, right. But in my opinion, if there's too much
going on in the screen, wouldn't be messy for that to play? Just sayin... And you use credits to join in-game, like the ones from
the 1st Platypus (excluding the level 1 beginning, because it's free and it's not in the 1st Platypus game feature).
Good luck to those players handling it... ;)

So far, what's my impression after finishing the game? Well... it's not good.

When I completed the level 4 stage and loaded the final level of it, the game has quit itself and all of my points were gone after I
started it again. Very disapponting... I know
that this is an old game, but the developers on Idigicon must have maintainance in keeping their old games alive and well.

Additionally, the level 5 stage is very weird! Bizarre to the next level! In my opinion, this must not include in the game because
it doesn't feel like Platypus anymore. But the level is challenging, so I take it.

Final Impression of the game? Overall Rating: 4/10 That's a bummer...

So would I recommend this game? Uhm... "NO, if you BUY IN FULL PRICE," and "WHEN IT'S 80% DISCOUNTED... still
NO." I suggest keeping the game in maintainance. The game should have more unique bosses in the game and not copy almost
all of them from the 1st game. There are useless type of weaponry (the type II) which must be discarded, must use sound effects
and music in full control as the ones from Platypus I, and some improvements and balance in gameplay must be considered.
Graphics are like not much to expect because I think Platypus has a better job of that, yet gameplay is smooth. That's all.

(P.S. I know that this game isn't develop by the man himself, Anthony Flack, the original developer of Platypus I, so no worries
for you. Idigicon must handle it.). 5/5 fun come test ur trickshotting skills vs me,

i made i little video about the game too

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7PKhEpmlfc&feature=youtu.be
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Awesome DLC, it is so cool and like so nice. I recommend this DLC so much. :D. I really liked the first one but thought the
change of format would ruin the second game. It definately changed how the game was played with more focus on exploring. It
changed things but I wasn't dissapointed. It continues from part one but takes place in a different location.

Pros- Good story, atmosphere, voice and sound, continues where the first one left off and ends the storyline.

Cons- Interface, less ominous atmosphere than first game, looks and feels old

If you liked the first one this is a must buy! I really enjoyed it.. Hard to play, controls awkward, learning aids are useless, flying
the ship is stupid, and I only got to level one before I gave up. There are Geeks who will spend the whole day ticking away at
numbers in order to get a boxy, nerdy version of what they had envisioned...and then there are artists; who work and create
better when 3D modeling is more like a clump of clay in their hands that can be easily shaped. This is the difference between
Aartform Curvy and most of the big names in 3D modeling and animation. Aartform Curvy puts the fun into modeling,,,I
HIGHLY recommend this program whether you are a seasoned professional or a beginner; Aarform Curvy is easy to use and
creates beautiful, complex biomorphic shapes that are more like brush strokes than a series of numbers ticked in on a keyboard.
Curvy is a wonderful extra tool to have in your toolbox
5 THUMBS UP simply for making modeling simple and quick, intuitive and enjoyable for the first time...
P.S. You can always import these models into other programs and get all "tweeky" on them if you have to satisfy the Geek that
exists in most of us.... i have not played it that much, but it would be nice with a manuel save button or have i missed
something?

Does it save every day?. If you love the old point and click genre of the 90s, youll love this. I originally picked it up for 99p at
EB back in the day and revisiting it was a great shot of nostalgia.. Very very easy to use, creates nice tiling textures along with
all the maps you may need from any photograph with some tweaking. The viewport has couple of shaders to test how the
material looks with the current maps. If you are authoring PBR content it's possible to remove light effects from the diffuse
map which is another plus. You don't even need a tutorial to learn how to use this, just takes 5-6 minutes to go over all the
settings and learn how it works. Recommended.. I can't believe there are positive reviews for this game. The game is god awful.
It's so bad I couldn't even put together a video for it. I stopped at 2/7 notes found. The other 5 notes can go ♥♥♥♥ themselves..
This game really hit home for me. If you played Sweetest Monster you'll enjoy this one for sure. Remember, there are no
second chances.. Love the game and love people playing it, however my computer can't run it so i was wandering if it is going to
comeout eventually for XBOX and PS4 if it does im going to buy it, but right now i cant play it.
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